
DRYAD's GREEN REPORT 

sustainability check list
Dryad housing Co-op has written this report in order to evaluate it's standards of sustainability, and how it has encouraged and 
facilitated development of sustainable practice and policy within the co-op. It has sourced the various guidelines from Local 
Agenda 21, Brighton&Hove Council Supplementary planning guides and 'Spade to Spoon' (A food strategy and action plan 
for Brighton&Hove). We are also looking at the Brighton&Hove draft supplementary planning document “sustainable building 
design” in accessing the Co-op buildings and any future developments. 

waste:
Dryad actively encourages all members to recycle as much waste as possible, from bottles, cans, and tetra-packs, to garden 
and kitchen waste. It has established practical ways of helping members to this so that we have a fully comprehensive 
recycling scheme:

magpie Dryad has set up and paid for a recycling service for all residents offered by Magpie recycling Co-op. This is the opt-in 
scheme, which ensures that we are able to recycle any waste that the Council does not, such as tetra-packs, cardboard, 
plastic bottles and food cans. We have our own recycling shed from which to operate this service, which we tidy and maintain.

council facilities  Residents also use the Council's bring-site to recycle glass bottles, paper and alluminium cans.

composting Dryad has bought and installed compost bins for the recycling of kitchen and garden waste. Measures were taken 
to ensure protection from rats. The resulting compost has been used to enrich the gardens and site. Dryad has also provided 
Green Cone composters on site for communal use, so that cooked food can be also be composted.

wood recycling Dryad has set up a relationship with local Tree Surgeons to divert waste wood from land-fill. Their waste wood 
is delivered on site, and stored safely, to be used later as fuel for wood-burners. This wood fuel is then distributed fairly 
between members.

textiles
We encourage a range of ways of recycling textiles. Clothes swapping parties are a fun way in which we have done this, and 
our Policy and guidelines also suggest free-cycling them, giving to charity and reusing them as cleaning rags.

re-use
We also encourage people to reuse items, and suggest posting them by e-mail to advertise them to each other, announcing at 
meetings, offering them to community groups or free-cycling them.

maintain and enhance bio-diversity

Dryad has actively encouraged and enhanced bio-diversity on site. 
When Dryad was originally established, the site was landscaped by the Council, which consisted mainly of an open space of 
grass. Not many insects or small birds were spotted in this space, as there was very little shelter or safe perching-places. Since 
Dryad has managed the space, there have been several stages of development. First, people independently planted a few 
shrubs started creating a few private gardens in the South part of the site. Then Dryad started to actively encourage the 
creation of wildlife spaces and habitats by organising work-days such as tree-planting and nest-box building, which were well 
attended by Co-op members. Garden spaces were also provided, so as to encourage individual stewardship of outdoor 
spaces. Now the site has a wealth of wildlife habitiats and biodiversity has greatly increased in these spaces. 

A survey was conducted by Dryad members to assess how much biodiversity has increased on site over the last 18 
months. These are the results:

Native trees and plant species have been planted on site.
Trees: Hazel, Beech, Yew, Willow, Silverbirch, Fruit trees such as cherry, apple, damson, crab-apple, pear and plum.
Plants: Herbs, flowers, fruit bushes such as blackcurrent and raspberry.
Vegetables are now commonly cultivated on site, mostly in private gardens.

Since the latest developments on site, which included creating private gardens with ponds, new planting and nest-
boxes, new species of birds, insects and animals have been spotted on site:
Dryad members have reported and increase in the following:
Small birds: Blue  tits, Great tits, Wrens, Robins, Goldfinch, Dunnock, Greenfinch, Coaltit
Larger birds: Starlings, Blackbirds, Song Thrush, Jay
Other birds: Great spotted woodpecker, Lesser spotted woodpecker, Green Woodpecker, Owl, Kestrel 
Small mammals: Bats, Hedgehogs, Voles, Field mice 
Beneficial insects: Hoverflies, Butterflies, Ladybirds, Grasshoppers, Lacewings, different kinds of bees
Pond life: Frogs, Pondskaters, Dragonflies, Damselflies

Squirrels, Magpies, Rats, Mice, Foxes, Badgers, Doves and Pigeons are reported to be as numerous as ever.

The only reported decrease in wildlife was slugs, due to the increase in natural predators. This result was obviously very 
welcome, since most Dryad members like to grow delicate plants and vegetables which can be susceptible to slug attacks.

It should be noted here that the soil structure on site has also improved, this is due to the composting system and use of 
wood-ash from wood-burners on site. Where compost is used and distributed, an increase in worms are reported, and this has 



the knock-on benefit of providing healthy habitats for plants and wildlife.

Dryad members also take personal responsibility in encouraging bio-diversity:
Some have created ponds to encourage pond life, which helps to keep the correct balance of natural predators. Everyone 
agrees to garden organically, so no pesticides are used at all on site, so that no harm comes to wildlife. Many have bird tables 
and bird-feeders, and encouraged small birds in other ways such as by installing more nest boxes. Generally, everyone has 
planted habitats which encourage wildlife to spend more time on site. Individuals have also made "insect houses" to shelter 
beneficial insects over Winter.

Dryad has helped to facilitate and encourage a further increase in bio-diversity with the following projects and work-
days:
-Building bat-boxes
-Leaving woodpiles undisturbed over Winter, to allow Hedgehogs and other small animals to hibernate safely
-Ongoing tree planting
-Building and installing bird nest boxes
-Enabling the ongoing development of private garden spaces, & providing fencing
-Clearing rubbish and any harmful environmental pollutants

Wildlife diary 1st April 2007
"What a beautiful morning for birds. Our Blue tits have returned and are busy building a nest in the nestbox we erected last 
spring. They are the most frequent visitors to our bird feeder. We have a number of male Blackbirds fighting and singing for 
territory. A Green Woodpecker flew down to feed on insects in the grass, and now I can hear him drumming his call on the 
dead trunk at the top of the beech tree. A Goldfinch has come down to the gardens for the first time, and a pair of Jays flew 
overhead to the Beech trees on the edge of Dryad. A Wren has been singing all morning, along with our friendly Robins and 
Great tits. The Starlings have been busy feeding their young in the eaves of the house opposite, and the Wood Pigeons have 
been trying to mate on the apex of the roofs. The Collared Doves are flirting from roof to roof and collecting nest material. We 
are also most excited by the recent arrival of a pair Crows nesting high up in the Beech trees, they have seen off a huge gang 
of Magpies, and now this is Crow territory." (Written by A Dryad resident)

energy efficiency and renewable energy

The Houses at Dryad were built with energy efficiency as one of their main features:
All the houses are timber-frame constructions, are built with natural materials, and are well insulated. 
They are all designed to be passively heated by the sun; all of the windows face south to catch as much solar heating during 
the day as possible.

What Dryad has done to actively encourage energy efficiency and a low carbon foot-print:
Dryad organised an energy survey to be carried out by an Energy Officer. His survey showed that the houses' insulation 
standards are rated as "good", and the lighting also rated as "good", with a high percentage of low-e bulbs being used in the 
houses. In terms of energy efficiency, the energy report revealed that Dryad could improve its' rating by installing Solar Thermal 
technology on all the houses' south-facing roofs. This recommendation is in line with Dryad policy; to provide a source of 
renewable energy to all houses in the future. We are confident that a future funding application for solar thermal would be 
successful. As part of it's long term plan, Dryad is also researching the possibility of installing a wind turbine.

It is Dryad policy that all housed members source their electricity from green sources, such as Ecotricity and Good-Energy.

The energy survey revealed that Dryad has a very low carbon foot-print, in terms of how the homes are heated and from what 
source the fuel comes from. Firstly as mentioned before, the homes are heated passively, by the sun. So no heating is 
required on sunny days. On cloudy days and on cold nights, the heat source comes from fully controlled wood-burning stoves. 
The wood fuel comes from wood waste, diverted from land-fill. Dryad has set up a relationship with local tree-surgeons, which 
means that wood waste is left in designated areas on site, which is then sorted, stored safely, chopped, and then distributed 
by Dryad members to each of the houses. Although this already accounts for about 70% of all wood fuel used at present, 
Dryad aims to increase this to 100% over the next 3 years. In the meantime, the other wood fuel that is purchased by 
members, also comes from local tree-surgeons, and is in effect, also a waste product diverted from landfill. Therefore a carbon 
neutral fuel system has been established for Dryad.  

travel
Dryad has a policy of encouraging all members to consider the following travel options:

1) walk
2) bike
3) bus/train
4) car share 
5) don't fly 

maintenance

Dryad has researched and compiled a list of green products and green builders which are used in the maintenance of the 
houses. We now have a target of using 70% eco-products when carrying out maintenance on the houses.
Dryad has also written a Green Policy and list of guidelines for all Dryad members to refer to when making decisions about 
waste, products in the home and garden, and energy/fuel. It is also establishing a policy of subsidising the use of eco 
materials, to enable all members the opportunity to use these when improving their homes and appliances. Therefore any 



appliances that are in need of replacement will be done with AAA rated ones, decoration will be done with eco-paints and FSC 
products, and repairs to the home will done with as many recycled wood and eco/green products as possible.

On site, when creating the private gardens, Dryad sourced the fences from a local wood, where they were made to order, thus 
supporting that local sustainable business. The fences were chosen also because they are made from a semi-native hard-
wood, which needs no treatment with chemicals to preserve them.

water management

Dryad has actively encouraged it's members to conserve and reuse water where possible, and has established practical ways 
to help members achieve this:

rain water harvesting Dryad has bought two water-butts for each resident, and organised their installation.  Therefore during 
the dry summer months, gardens were able to be maintained mostly from stored rain water.
 
grey water recycling Dryad is researching practical ways of reusing grey water on the garden and on site. Different ideas 
have been tested such as a pump for extracting bath water, and piping it outside through a hose.
 
water conservation  All houses were originally set up with a water meter, so awareness of water use and conservation is high 
at Dryad. We also provide tips on how individuals can save water and money on their water bills in the home. 

  

food resources

Dryad actively encourages it's members in the cultivation of fresh organic produce:
Dryad has achieved this by encouraging members to get involved in community seed and plant sharing events. Also as 
mentioned, Dryad has planted many fruit trees and bushes on site, which are available to all members to cultivate (although 
the children usually get there first!).
Plans are in progress to increase yield on site, for the benefit of all members.
Most Dryad members have taken individual responsibility for providing themselves with home-grown fruit and vegetables. Many 
of the members have allotments within short walking distance, and many have used their gardens to cultivate home produce.  

Community allotment
We are presently looking at the possibility of taking on a community plot on the Roedale allotment site next to Dryad, so that 
Dryad can collectively cultivate main crops.

Shopping for food
Dryad has encouraged it's members to be aware of where their food comes from and it's impact on the environment, such as 
the 'food miles' and the way it was farmed. In our Green Policy and guidelines we have encouraged people to support local 
traders such as the local shops, farmers markets and veg box schemes.  

woodland management(under review)

Dryad has drawn up a woodland management plan, for submission to the Council through the local group who manage the 
local woodlands (FHBW). This will mean that we can take on the stewardship of the joining woods. The outline plan is under 
review.


